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Abs t rac t 

When specificity considerations are incorpo-
rated in default reasoning systems, it is hard 
lo ensure that exceptional subclasses inherit 
all legitimate features of their parent classes 
To reconcile these two requirements specificitv 
and inheritance, this paper proposes the addi
tion of a new rule called coherence rule, to the 
desiderata for default inference The coherence 
rule captures the intuit ion that formulae which 
are more compatible with the defaults in the 
database are more believable We offer a for
mal definition of this extended desiderata and 
analyze the behavior of its associated closure 
relation which we call coherence closure We 
provide a concrete embodiment of a system sat
isfying the extended desiderata by taking the 
coherence closure of system Z A procedure 
for computing the (unique) most compact, be 
lief ranking in the coherence closure of svstem 
Z is also described 

1 In t roduc t i on 
It has been proposed [Makinson, ] 989 hrauh et al, ] 990] 
that default reasoning systems be analyzed in terms of 
their (default) consequence relations A number of in 
ference rules (or axioms) have generally been accepted 
[Pearl, 1991 Makinson, 1989] as a reasonable set of 
desiderata for a commonsense consequence relation De 
spite (lie general acceptance of these detiderata, they 
fail to reconcile two accepted lines of reasoning widely 
known as "inheritance" and 'specificity' These can 
be illustrated by the classical Tweety example as fol
lows Consider the database (Figure 1) containing four 
defaults, "penguins are birds ' , 'penguins do not fly', 
birds fly' and'birds have wings' "Specificity' tells us. 

that lf Tweety is a penguin, then Tweety does not fly be-
cause penguin is a more specific classification of Tweety 
than bird "Inheritance", on the other hand, does equip 
Tweety with wings by virtue of being a bird albeit an 
exceptional bird with respect to flying ability 
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The inheritance and specificity lines of reasoning de
pend on the interactions among the defaults in the 
database An inspection of the rules proposed in past 
desiderata reveals that, invariably, each rule refers to the 
defaults database as one unit no reference is made to 
specific subsets of defaults, the interaction among which 
produces the tension between inheritance and specificity 
In this paper we propose a new rule, called coherence, 
that resolves this tension Intuitively, the coherence rule 
prefers formulas that are more compatible with the de
faults database We wil l formalize the requirements of 
inheritance and specificitv, and show that any conse
quence relation that satisfies the coherence rule (and 
the standard desiderata) wi l l honor both requirements 
In the next section, we review the accepted desiderata 
(including rational monotony) [Pearl, 199l] before intro-
ducing the coherence rule We wi l l analyze the behavior 
of the closure of the extended desiderata which we call 
coherence closure 

In Section 3 we refine the semantics of system Z [Pearl 
1990] to satisfy the coherence rule First we review the 
semantics of system Z and the definition of belief rank
ings Coherence constraints arc then further imposed on 
admissible rankings to make them satisfy the coherence 
rule We show that the resulting system IS sound with 
respect to the extended desiderata We also present a 
procedure for computing the most compact admissible 
belief ranking in the coherence closure In the last sec 
tion we compare related work 

2 A n E x t e n d e d D e s i d e r a t a 

Normality defaults are formulas of the form —*■ V' where 
if and ip are wffs, and —► is a new binary connective <p 
IB called the antecedent of the normality default and 
is its consequent The intended meaning of f —* U 16 
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Rules 1-5 above represent the s tandard desiderata which 
is suppor ted by two different in terpretat ions of de
faul ts, p robab i l i s t i c semantics [ A d i m s 1970 Pearl, 1991] 
and model preference s e m a n t i c [Shoham 1988] T h r 
desiderata (exc lud ing ra t iona l monotony) offers a r o m -
plete character izat ion [Adams 1975, P fa r l , 1991] of r-
cn ta i lment , a consequence re lat ion induced by inter
pret ing each defaul t sentence as a s ta lemenl of condi
t ional p robab i l i t y assert ion, in f in i tes imal ! } removed f rom 
certainty 1 By contrast , in model preference semantics a 
default —> is in terpreted as . holds in all the most 
preferred wor lds compat ib le w i th It has been shown 
[Tehmann 1988] tha t the ab i l i t y to represent preference 
among wor lds by some numer ica l rank is a necessary and 
sufficient cond i t ion for the satisfact ion of the desider 
at a This confluence of two diverse interpretat ions offers 
a s t rong argument for the acceptance of the rules as a 
desiderata for defaul t reasoning 

The logic rule says tha t logical conclusions are also 
default conclusions T h e cumula t ive rule tells us that, 
default conclusions are preserved when default conclu
sions are added to or removed f r om the set of facts The 
cases rule says tha t the defaul t conclusions of two facts 
also fol lows f r o m the i r d is junc t ion T h e direct inference 
rule allows us to conclude the consequent of a default 
regardless of the contents of the database when its an
tecedent is al l t ha t has been learned F ina l ly , ra t ional 
mono tony captures the i n tu i t i on that new observations 
(7) can be assumed to be " i r re levant ' (does not affect 
the defaul t conclusions) unless they arc implausib le 1o 
begin w i t h 

1 In t-eemantics, a default sentence IS interpreted as a con 
straint on the infinitesimal conditional probabilities The de
fault conclusions arc then the formulae that are forced to 
have extremely high probabilities by the constraints R-a 
tional monotony is satisfied by restricting our attention 
to distributions that are parameterized by c and are ana
lyt ic in f Alternatively, the interpretation of defaults as 
statements in nonstandard probabdity theory [Pearl, 1990, 
Goldszmidt and Pearl, 199l] also gives us rational monotony 
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While the independence rules are intuitive in the ex
amples considered in [Delgrande, 1994], some may ar
gue that there may be occasions when we wil l want to 
override these rules by more compelling considerations 
For example if we discover an individual that falsifies all 
but one of the normality defaults we may become con
cerned about the whether this individual should not be 
treated as a class in itself, thus exonerated from inherit
ing any of its class properties However, we feel that in 
such extreme cases it should the burden of the knowledge 
provider (the programmer) to deviate from the normal 
style of knowledge representation and provide an explicit 
instruction for handling the case in question 

We agree wi th [Delgrande, 1994] that the above rules 
represent intutitive default inferences The following the
orem tells us that these inferences are guaranteed when-
(\cr we satisfy the extended desiderata 
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3 R e a l i z i n g t h e E x t e n d e d D e s i d e r a t a 

Having axiomatized the desired behavior of a default 
consequence relation, we wil l now present an interpre 
lation of defaults that satisfies the extended desiderata 
The approach is to extend system Z by adding con 
straints on admissible belief rankings Since system 7 
baa been shown to be characterized bv Rule 1-5 the 
added constraints should enforce the coherence rule We 
call this new system the coherence closure2 of system Z 





are typically employed') and s — ->e (' students art typ
ically not employed ) to which we add a fourth default 
T —• e where x is arbitrary Since s —► -if has prior 
ily 2 and x —> r has priority 1, violation of the default 
students are tvpically not cmplo\ed is considered to 

IK more damaging' than the violation of the default 
is art typically employed in [Bouther 1992] This is 

counterintuitive as this conclusion is obtained indepen 
dently of the meaning of T Thus even if " represents the 
statement sells hamburgers in MacDonald s violation 
of this statement is still considered less ' damaging than 
I he violation of the default students are tvpicallv not 
< mplo>ed Such counterintuitive behavior is not present 
in our semantics 

In [Delgrande 1994], an approach based on preference 
ordenngs between worlds was presented B< ginning with 
in extant theory of default conditionals an\ dt faull that 
is true in tins original theorv prefers a world in which the 
material counterpart is true over a world in which it is 
filse In the new theorv a preference between two worlds 
is true when it can bt attributed to some default and 
(litre is no more specific default that has a contradictory 
preference The notion of specificity is also defined in 
terms of the t ruth of defaults in the original theory Tins 
reliance on an extant theorv of defaults make the system 
unnatural and complex I he intuitiveness of such a two 
step definition of a default Lheorv is questionable and 
lacks a good philosophical justification It is also not 
known if the desiderata is satisfied bv the system 

In [Geffner, 19891 inference rules 1 to 4 wtre supple
mented by an irrelevance rule which, unfortunate!}, in
volves the evaluation of a meta-logical irrelevance pred
icate I{ ) The proposed default consequence relation 
called conditional entailment was also shown to satisfy 
inference rules 1 to 4 together with irrelevance rule Con
ditional entailment like coherence closure is also denned 
m terms of preferences among worlds I he preference 
among worlds, in turn, depends on a priority relation 
among normality defaults specified by the user II turns 
out that if the priority relation is erupt} (I e all de
faults have the same priority) then conditional entail
ment turns out to be equivalent to coherence closure 

Much work in default reasoning has been guided by 

examples rather than on generally accepted principles 
of reasoning We hope our general formalization of no
tions such as specificity, inheritance and coherence wi l l 
help change this trend It remains to be seen, though, 
whether the extended desiderata is sufficient for captur
ing other patterns of plausible reasoning 
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